Abstract. We revisit the problem of computing the edit distance of a regular language given via an NFA. This problem relates to the inherent maximal error-detecting capability of the language in question. We present an efficient algorithm for solving this problem which executes in time O(r 2 n 2 d), where r is the cardinality of the alphabet involved, n is the number of transitions in the given NFA, and d is the computed edit distance. We have implemented the algorithm and present here performance tests. The correctness of the algorithm is based on the result (also presented here) that the particular error-detection property related to our problem can be defined via an input-altering transducer.
Introduction
The edit distance of a language L with at least two words-also referred to as inner edit distance of L-is the minimum edit distance between any two different words in L. In [14] , the author considers the problem of computing the edit distance of a regular language, which is given via a nondeterministic finite automaton (NFA), or a deterministic finite automaton (DFA). For a given automaton a with n transitions and an alphabet of r symbols, the algorithm proposed in [14] has worst-case time complexity O(r 2 n 2 q 2 (q + r)),
where, in fact, q is either the number of states in a (if a is a DFA), or the square of the number of states in a (if a is an NFA). If the size of the alphabet is ignored and the automaton in question has only states that can be reached from the start state, then the number of states is O(n) and the worst-case time complexity shown in (1) can be written as O(n 5 ) for DFAs, and O(n 8 ) for NFAs.
In this paper, motivated by the question of whether certain error-detection properties can be defined via input-altering transducers, we obtain an efficient algorithm to compute the edit distance of a regular language given via an NFA with n transitions-see theorem 12 . The algorithm, which is called DistBestInpAlter, has worst-case time complexity
where d is the computed distance, which is a significant improvement over the original algorithm in [14] . We note that an approach of computing the edit distance problem via the error-detection property is discussed briefly in [15] . A similar approach can be used for the edit distance problem via the error-correction property. The new algorithm DistBestInpAlter-see theorem 12-is based on (a) the new result that the error-detection property related to our problem is definable via an efficient input altering transducer-see theorem 11 , and (b) the observation that the preliminary error-detection-based algorithm can be made significantly more efficient by a nontrivial utilization of the above new result. For clarity of presentation we present in detail not only the new algorithm, but also the intermediate versions, all of which have been implemented in Python using the well maintained library FAdo for automata [7] . We have also tested all versions experimentally, and we discuss in this paper the outcomes of the tests showing that, not only in theory, but also in practice algorithm DistBestInpAlter is clearly more performant.
We note that some related problems involving distances between words and languages can be found in [20, 25] (edit distance between a word and a language), and in [3, 8, 9, 12, 18] (various distances between languages). The problem considered here is technically different, as the desired distance involves different words within the same language.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains basic notions on languages, finite-state machines and edit-strings, and a few preliminary lemmata. Section 3 describes the approach of computing the desired edit distance via the concepts of error-detection and -correction. Section 4 first presents the new result that the error-detection property in question is definable via an efficient input-altering transducer-see theorem 11-and then, the main result, algorithm DistBestInpAlter in theorem 12. Section 5 discusses the implementation and testing of the main algorithm and its intermediate versions. The last section contains a few concluding remarks and questions for future research.
Notation, background and preliminary results
Most of the basic notions presented here can be found in various texts such as [4, 21, 22, 26, 28] .
Sets, words, languages, channels
If S is any set, the expression |S| denotes the cardinality of S. When there is no risk of confusion we denote a singleton set {u} simply as u. For example, S ∪ u is the union of S and {u}. We use standard basic notation and terminology for alphabets, words and languages-see [17] , for instance. For example, Σ denotes an alphabet, Σ + the set of nonempty words, λ the empty word, |w| the length of the word w. We use the concepts of (formal) language and concatenation between words, or languages, in the usual way. We say that w is an L-word if w ∈ L and L is a language.
A binary word relation ρ on Σ * is any subset of Σ * × Σ * . The domain of ρ is {u | (u, v) ∈ ρ for some v ∈ Σ * }. A channel γ is a binary relation on Σ * that is domain-preserving (or input-preserving); that is, γ ⊆ Σ * × Σ * and (w, w) ∈ γ for all words w in the domain of γ. When (u, v) ∈ γ we say that u can be received as v via the channel γ, or v is a possible output of γ when u is used as input. If v = u then we say that u can be received with errors (via γ). Here we only consider the channel sid(k), for some k ∈ N, such that (u, v) ∈ sid(k) if and only if v can be obtained by applying at most k errors in u, where an error could be a deletion of a symbol in u, a substitution of a symbol in u with another symbol, or an insertion of a symbol in u-see further below for a more rigorous definition via edit-strings.
NFAs and transducers
A nondeterministic finite automaton with empty transitions, λ-NFA for short, or just automaton, is a quintuple a = (Q, Σ, T, s, F ) such that Q is the set of states, Σ is the alphabet, s ∈ Q is the start (or initial) state, F ⊆ Q is the set of final states, and T ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ λ) × Q is the finite set of transitions. Let (p, x, q) be a transition of a. Then x is called the label of the transition, and we say that p has an outgoing transition (with label x). We also use the notation p x − → q for a transition (p, x, q). The λ-NFA a is called an NFA, if no transition label is empty, that is, T ⊆ Q × Σ × Q. A deterministic finite automaton, DFA for short, is a special type of NFA where there is no state p having two outgoing transitions with different labels.
A path of a is a finite sequence of transitions of the form
for some nonnegative integer ℓ. The word x 1 · · · x ℓ is called the label of the path. We write p 0 x − → * p ℓ to indicate that there is a path with label x from p 0 to p ℓ . A path as above is called accepting if p 0 is the start state and p ℓ is a final state. The language accepted by a, denoted as L(a), is the set of labels of all the accepting paths of a. The automaton a is called trim, if every state appears in some accepting path of a.
A (finite) transducer [4, 28] is a sextuple t = (Q, Σ, Γ, T, s, F ) such that Q, s, F are exactly the same as those in λ-NFAs, Σ is now called the input alphabet, Γ is the output alphabet, and T ⊆ Q × Σ * × Γ * × Q is the finite set of transitions. We write (p, u/v, q), or p u/v −− → q for a transition-the label here is (u/v), with u being the input and v being the output label. The concepts of path, accepting path, and trim transducer are similar to those in λ-NFAs. However, the label of a transducer path (p 0 , x 1 /y 1 , p 1 ), . . . , (p ℓ−1 , x ℓ /y ℓ , p ℓ ) is the pair (x 1 · · · x ℓ , y 1 · · · y ℓ ) of the two words consisting of the input and output labels in the path, respectively. The relation realized by the transducer t, denoted as R(t), is the set of labels in all the accepting paths of t. We write t(x) for the set of possible outputs of t on input x, that is, y ∈ t(x) if and only if (x, y) ∈ R(t). The transducer is called functional, if the relation R(t) is a function, that is, t(x) consists of at most one word, for all inputs x. The transducer t is said to be in standard form, if each transition (p, u/v, q) is such that u ∈ (Σ ∪ λ) and v ∈ (Γ ∪ λ). We note that every transducer is effectively equivalent to one (realizing the same relation, that is) in standard form. If m is an automaton, or a transducer in standard form, then the size of m, denoted by |m|, is the number of states plus the number of transitions in m.
Edit strings and edit distance.
The alphabet E Σ of the (basic) edit operations, which depends on the alphabet Σ of ordinary symbols, consists of all symbols (x/y) such that x, y ∈ Σ ∪ {λ} and at least one of x and y is in Σ. If (x/y) ∈ E Σ and x is not equal to y then (x/y) is called an error [11] . The edit operations (a/b), (λ/a), (a/λ), where a, b ∈ Σ − {λ} and a = b, are called substitution, insertion, deletion, respectively. We write (λ/λ) for the empty word over the alphabet E Σ . We note that λ is used as a formal symbol in the elements of E Σ . 
weight(g) = 2. The input and output parts of an edit string h = (x 1 /y 1 ) · · · (x n /y n ) are the words (over Σ) x 1 · · · x n and y 1 · · · y n , respectively. We write inp(h) for the input part and out(h) for the output part of h. For example, for the g shown above, inp(g) = aabbb and out(g) = abab. The inverse of an edit string h is the edit string resulting by inverting the order of the input and output parts in every edit operation in h. For example, the inverse of g shown above is
The channel sid(k) can be defined more rigorously via edit strings:
The edit (or Levenshtein) distance [16] between two words u and v, denoted by δ(u, v), is the smallest number of errors (substitutions, insertions and deletions) that can be used to transform u to v. More formally,
We say that an edit string h realizes the edit distance between two words u and v, if weight(h) = δ(u, v) and inp(h) = u and out(h) = v. For example, for Σ = {a, b}, we have that δ(ababa, babbb) = 3 and the edit string
realizes δ(ababa, babbb). Note that several edit strings can realize the distance
Testing whether a given NFA accepts at least two words is not a concern in this paper, but we note that this can be done efficiently (in linear time via a breadth first search type algorithm) [27] .
An edit string h of nonzero weight is called reduced, if (a) the first error in h is not an insertion, and (b) if the first error in h is a deletion of the form (a/λ), then the first non-deletion edit operation (x/y) that follows (a/λ) in h (if any) is such that y = a.
Lemma 2. Let x, y, u, v be words. The following statements hold true.
1. δ(xuy, xvy) = δ(u, v).
3. If u = v, then there is a reduced edit string h realizing δ(u, v).
Proof. The first statement already appears in [16] . The second statement is rather folklore, but we provide a proof here for the sake of completeness. Let u = σ 1 · · · σ n and v = σ 1 · · · σ m , where m, n ∈ N 0 and m < n and all σ i 's are in Σ. Then, the edit string
has weight n−m and inp(h) = u and out(h) = v. We show that h realizes δ(u, v) by proving that, for any edit string g realizing δ(u, v), weight(g) = n−m. Indeed, first note that weight(g) ≤ weight(h) = n − m. Let i and d be the number of insertions and deletions in g.
For the third statement, let g 0 be any edit string realizing δ(u, v). The following process can be used to obtain the required reduced edit string h.
If the first error in
2. If the first error in g 0 is an insertion, then set g 0 to the inverse of g 0 and continue with the next step.
3. If the first error in g 0 is a deletion (a/λ), then g 0 is of the form
where the e i 's are non-errors, d ∈ N 0 and each (a j /λ) is a deletion, and g 
The process now continues from the first step using g 1 for g 0 .
As the edit string g 0 is finite, the above process terminates with a reduced edit string h, as required.
The bound D a in the next lemma comes from [14] . It is always less than or equal to the number of states in the NFA a. Moreover, there are NFAs for which this bound is tight-see Fig. 3 in Section 5.
Lemma 3. For every NFA a accepting at least two words we have that
where D a is the number of states in the longest path in a from the start state having no repeated state.
However, the bound D a is of no use in our context, as the problem of determining the length of a longest path in a given automaton, or a graph in general, is NP-complete since an algorithm solving this problem can be used to decide the existence of a Hamiltonian path; see for example [23] . There are many ways to obtain an efficiently computable upper bound on the edit distance of L(a) that is always at most equal to the number of states in a. For example, that distance is always less than are equal to the distance of two shortest accepted words. We agree to use this as a working upper bound: Lemma 4. For every NFA a accepting at least two words we have that
where B a is the edit distance of two shortest words in L(a).
Edit distance via error-detection and -correction
In [15] , the authors discuss a conceptual method for computing integral distances of regular languages-integral means that all distance values are positive integers-via the property of error-detection. In this section, we review that method and produce a concrete preliminary algorithm for computing the edit distance of a regular language. We also present here a similar method, via the property of error-correction, and the algorithm it entails. In fact this latter algorithm estimates the edit distance, as it returns two integers, differing by 1, one of which is the exact edit distance value. Both algorithms have been implemented as will be discussed in section 5.
A language L is error-detecting for a channel γ, if no L-word can be received as a different L-word via γ, that is, for any words u and v, u, v ∈ L and (u, v) ∈ γ → u = v Note: The definition of error-detection in [13] uses L ∪ {λ} instead of L in the above formula. This slight change makes the presentation here simpler and has no bearing on any existing results regarding error-detecting languages.
A language L is error-correcting for a channel γ, if no two different L-words can result into the same word via γ, that is,
This property of L ensures that any output z of the channel can be corrected to a unique L-word.
Remark 5. The error-detection method of [15] , as well as the error-correction method, are based on the following observations, where a is an NFA and t is an input-preserving transducer.
A language L is error-detecting for sid(m), if and only if δ(L) > m.
2. A language L is error-correcting for sid(k), if and only if δ(L) > 2k, [16] .
3. A language L is error-detecting for a channel γ if and only if the relation
is functional [13] .
A language L is error-correcting for a channel γ if and only if the relation
5. Suppose a accepts L and t realizes γ. A transducer, denoted as (t ↓ a ↑ a), that realizes relation (5) can be constructed in time O(|t||a| 2 ). Moreover, a transducer, denoted as (t −1 ↑ a), that realizes relation (6) can be constructed in time O(|t||a|) [13] .
6. There is a quadratic time algorithm that decides whether a given transducer is functional [1, 2] .
Using the above observations, we present first the error-detection-based algorithm for computing the desired edit distance, and further below the algorithm based on error-correction.
Algorithm DistErrDetect 0. Input: NFA a 1. Let B a be edit distance bound in Lemma 4 2. Let min ← 1 and max ← B a − 1 3. Perform binary search to find the largest k in {min, . . . , max} for which L(a) is error-detecting for sid(k) as follows:
Figure 1: An input-preserving transducer realizing the channel sid(k). Each edge label σ/σ represents many transitions, one for each symbol σ of the alphabet, and similarly for σ/λ and λ/σ. Each edge label σ/τ represents many transitions, one for each pair of distinct symbols σ and τ from the alphabet. Thus, if the alphabet size is r, then the size of the transducer is O(r 2 k), as r, k → ∞, or simply O(k) if r is fixed.
Corollary 6. Algorithm DistErrDetect computes the edit distance of a language given via an NFA a in time
where r is the cardinality of the alphabet used in a.
Proof. For the correctness of the algorithm, first note that the loop in step 3 is set up such that L(a) is always error-detecting for sid(min −1). Also, based on the observations listed in the above remark, if L(a) is error-detecting for sid(k) but not for sid(k + 1), then the desired distance must be greater than k and at most k + 1, hence equal to k + 1. For the time complexity, the while loop will perform O(log B a ) iterations. In each iteration, the value k is used to construct the transducer of size O(r 2 k) shown in Fig. 1 with alphabet being the set of alphabet symbols appearing in the description of a. Then, the transducer t ′ is constructed and its functionality is tested in time O(|a| 4 r 4 k 2 ). As k < B a , it follows that the total time complexity is as required.
We note that, in the worst case, B a is of order O(|a|) and, assuming a fixed alphabet, the above algorithm operates in time O(|a| 6 log |a|), which is asymptotically better than the time complexity stated in [14] when the given automaton is an NFA. Next we present the error-correction-based algorithm for estimating the desired edit distance.
Algorithm DistErrCorrect 0. Input: NFA a 1. Let B a be the bound in Lemma 4 2. Let min ← 1 and max ← ⌊(B a − 1)/2⌋ 3. Perform binary search to find the largest k in {min, . . . , max} for which L(a) is error-correcting for sid(k) as follows:
Corollary 7. Algorithm DistErrCorrect returns two values, differing by 1, one of which is the edit distance of the language given via a, in time
Proof. For the correctness of the algorithm, first note that the loop in step 3 is set up such that L(a) is always error-correcting for sid(min −1). Also, based on the observations listed in the above remark, if L(a) is error-correcting for sid(k) but not for sid(k + 1), then the desired distance must be greater than 2k and at most 2(k + 1), hence equal to 2k + 1, or 2k + 2. Moreover, as B a ≥ 2k + 1, the initial value of max in step 2 is correct. For the time complexity, the while loop will perform O(log B a ) iterations. In each iteration, the value k is used to construct the transducer of size O(r 2 k) shown in Fig. 1 with alphabet being the set of alphabet symbols appearing in the description of a. Then, the transducer t ′ is constructed and its functionality is tested in time O(|a| 2 r 4 k 2 ). As k < B a /2, it follows that the total time complexity is as required.
As noted before, in the worst case, B a is of order O(|a|) and, assuming a fixed alphabet, the above algorithm operates in time
This time complexity is asymptotically better than the one in [14] even when the given automaton is a DFA.
An
that is, the output of t is never equal to the input used. The new method is based on the following two major observations.
The new result (see theorem 11) that the property of error-detection for the channel sid(k) can be described via an input-altering transducer t k of size O(k).
(4.
2) The new observation that, using an input-altering transducer in our algorithms, eliminates the need for a binary search loop that builds a new transducer in each iteration. Instead, this loop can be replaced with the incremental construction of an NFA a ′ k , which depends on t k , until a certain condition is satisfied, in which case the value of k is the desired edit distance-see further below for details.
The above observations are presented in two subsections.
An input-altering transducer for error-detection
We give first a quick summary of some concepts discussed in [6] .
Remark 8. Let t be an input-altering transducer. The property P t described by t is the set of all languages L satisfying
As explained in [6] , this concept constitutes a formal method for specifying certain code properties defined via abstract binary relations [24] , and allows one to decide efficiently the property satisfaction problem by testing condition (7). In particular, condition (7) can be tested in time
where a is the NFA accepting the language L and t is the input-altering transducer describing the property for which L is to be tested. This approach has led to the development of an online language server, called I-LaSer [10] .
We shall show (see theorem 11) that error-detection for sid(k) is definable via the input-altering transducer t k , which is shown in Fig. 2 
Figure 2: A segment of the input-altering transducer t k : for each a ∈ Σ the complete transducer has k states of the form [i, a]. The labels σ and τ on an edge mean: one edge for each σ, τ ∈ Σ with σ = τ ; for some edge sets additional restrictions apply denoted, for example, by | σ =a .
Definition 9. The transducer
is defined as follows. The set of states is
with all but the initial state [0] being final states:
The edges in t k can be divided into the four sets of edges
The edges from E 0 do not introduce any error, edges from the other sets model one substitution (E s ), insertion (E i ), or deletion (E d ):
[i]
Terminology. If t = (Q, Σ, Σ, E, q 0 , F ) is a transducer in standard form, then we write t e for the NFA t e = (Q, E Σ , E, q 0 , F ) over the edit alphabet E Σ , where the labels of the transitions in t are viewed as elements of E Σ . Note that, the label of a path P in t is a pair of words (u/v), whereas the label of the corresponding path in t e , which we denote as P e , is an edit string h such that inp(h) = u and out(h) = v. This type of NFA is called an eNFA in [11] . ii.) If 1 ≤ δ(u, v) ≤ k and h is a reduced edit string realizing δ(u, v), then h is accepted by t
Proof. The first statement follows when we note that the definition of t k and t h realizing δ(u, v) . If the first error in h is a deletion, then h is of the form
where each e i is a non-error edit operation of the form (σ i /σ i ), (a/λ) is a deletion error, d ∈ N 0 and each (b j /λ) is a deletion error, and h ′ is an edit string that is either empty or starts with a non-deletion edit operation (x/y) such that y = a. If h ′ is nonempty, then by definition of t e k the following is a path
[0]
accepting h. Similarly, a path accepting h exists in t e k , if h ′ is empty. Finally, one verifies that if the first error in h is a substitution, then again h is accepted by t We also need to show that δ(u, v) ≥ 1, that is, u = v. First consider the case where the path P ends at [i, a], with 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Then, the label of P e is an edit string of the form . In all three cases, one verifies that u = v. For example, in case (b), u must be of the form xaσ 1 · · · σ r−1 σy and v of the form xσz, where the σ j 's are symbols, x, y, z are words, and σ is a symbol other than a; hence, u = v.
For the fourth statement, let u = a 1 · · · a r ab 1 · · · b t , with each a i and b j being a symbol, and v = a 1 · · · a r . We use lemma 2. The edit string Theorem 11. For each k ∈ N, the transducer t k is input-altering and of size O(k), and describes the property of error-detection for the channel sid(k).
Proof. By construction, it follows that t k is trim and has a number of states and transitions that is linear with respect to k. Hence, it is indeed of size O(k). The third statement of lemma 10 implies that the transducer is input-altering. For the error-detection part, using the first statement of remark 5, it is sufficient to show that, for every language L,
First, for the 'if' part, assume δ(L) > k and consider any words u, v ∈ L. We need to prove v / ∈ t k (u). If u = v then this holds as t k is input-altering. Else, it follows from the third statement of lemma 10. Now for the 'only if' part, assume
but, for the sake of contradiction, suppose there are different words
and the fourth statement of the above lemma implies [0]
, a] and, therefore, v ∈ t k (u), which contradicts (18) . By symmetry, a contradiction arises if u is a prefix of v. Now consider the case where v is not a prefix of u, and u is not a prefix of v. Then, u = xau ′ and v = xbv ′ for some words x, u ′ , v ′ and symbols a, b ∈ Σ with a = b.
We shall obtain a contradiction to (18) by showing the existence of a path
where ψ is a final state of t k . Let h be an edit string realizing δ(au ′ , bv ′ ). Recall δ(u, v) = δ(au ′ , bv ′ ). As a = b, the first edit operation, say e, of h must be an error, that is, not of the form σ/σ. Let h = eh ′ . We consider three cases for e. First, if e is a substitution, then e = (a/b) and δ(u, v) = 1 + δ(u ′ , v ′ ). By the fifth statement of the above lemma,
. Then, the required path is
Now consider the case where e = (a/λ). Then,
. Let d be the number of deletions (if any) at the beginning of h ′ so that any edit operation following these deletions is not a deletion. Thus, h ′ is of the form h 1 h 2 with inp(h 1 ) = u 1 and out(h 1 ) = λ, where u 1 is a word of length d, and inp(h 2 ) = u 2 and out(h 2 ) = bv ′ , for some word u 2 , and u ′ = u 1 u 2 , and δ(u ′ , bv
As bv ′ is nonempty, also h 2 is nonempty, so let e ′ be the first edit operation of h 2 , which cannot be a deletion. If u 2 = λ, then e ′ = (λ/b) and h 2 consists of insertions, and the required path is
If u 2 = λ, then there is a symbol c such that u 2 = cu ′ 2 . If c = b, then e ′ cannot be a substitution, so it must be the non-error (c/b) or the insertion (λ/b). Then, the required path is
where z = u Finally, the case of e = (λ/b), is symmetric to the previous one by simply switching the roles of u and v.
The O(n 2 d) algorithm for edit distance
Here we use the results of the previous subsection to arrive at an efficient algorithm for computing the desired edit distance. Remark 8 and theorem 11 imply that the intermediate algorithm DistFirstInpAlter shown below correctly computes the desired edit distance. Moreover, by reasoning as in the proof of corollary 6, it follows that this algorithm executes in time O(|a| 2 r 2 B a log B a ), where r is the cardinality of the alphabet used in a.
Algorithm DistFirstInpAlter 0. Input: NFA a 1. Let B a be the bound in Lemma 4 2. Let min ← 1 and max ← B a − 1 3. Perform binary search to find the largest k in {min, . . . , max} for which L(a) is error-detecting for sid(k) as follows:
We note again that, in the worst case, B a is of order O(|a|) and, assuming a fixed alphabet, the above algorithm operates in time
which is asymptotically better than those of all other known algorithms. However, we now discuss in detail the second major observation stated in the beginning of section 4, which leads to the most efficient algorithm in theorem 12.
In particular, for the sake of clarity, we present that algorithm in two steps.
In the first place, we notice that the while loop in DistFirstInpAlter can be replaced with the construction of the automaton t Ba−1 (a) ∩ a and a search in that automaton for a path from the start state to a final one in which the error counter value is minimal (this value would be the required edit distance). 
Algorithm
exists in a ′ if and only if the following transitions
, a λ and a λ , respectively, for some label x, where a λ results if we add to a empty loop transitions (q, λ, q) for all states q in a. The correctness of the above algorithm follows from lemma 10 and the definition of a ′ . The breadth first search process requires time linear with respect to the size of a ′ , which is O(|a| 2 B a ), and this also is the time complexity of the above algorithm (when the alphabet is fixed). The final improved algorithm results if we notice that the desired edit distance can be much smaller than B a and that it can be computed using only an 'initial' part of t Ba−1 . In other words, one can first build t 1 and a ′ 1 accepting t 1 (L(a))∩L(a), and test whether a 
The function Extend in the above algorithm works based on the structure of t k in Fig. 2 and is partially shown below. For clarity, we emphasize the fact that, in each step k of this algorithm, the final states of a ′ are only triples of the form 
Based on the above discussion, the correctness of the following theorem has been established.
Theorem 12.
Algorithm DistBestInpAlter computes the edit distance of the language given via an NFA a in time O(|a| 2 r 2 d), where r is the cardinality of the alphabet used in a and d is the computed edit distance.
Implementation and testing
We have implemented the main algorithm DistBestInpAlter of theorem 12, as well as the intermediate versions DistErrDetect, DistErrCorrect, DistFirstInpAlter, using the FAdo library for automata [7] , which is well maintained and provides several useful tools for manipulating automata. Moreover, we have used some of the implementations of I-LaSer [10] involving product constructions between transducer and automaton objects of the FAdo library. We note that an implementation in C++ of the algorithm in [14] is discussed in [5] , but the execution time is too slow to be used for any meaningful comparisons with the algorithms presented here. Our best algorithm can be executed online at [19] . The user can enter as input an NFA in Grail or FAdo format, select the algorithm to execute, and press the Submit button.
We have performed several tests 1 for the correctness of these algorithms, as well as two sets of tests for the time complexity, which confirm the theoretical result that DistBestInpAlter is indeed the fastest algorithm. We note that, for the other three algorithms, we have skipped the step of computing the upper bound B a on the edit distance, as this step is the same for all these algorithms, thus resulting in faster execution without affecting in any essential way the performance comparisons.
The two sets of tests correspond to two sequences of automata (a n ) and (b n ), shown in the next two figures, for which we used n as the value of B a . The first test set is such that the desired distance is equal to n, for each NFA a n , that is, the distance grows with n and, in fact, it is a worst-case scenario where the distance is equal to the number of states of the NFA. The second test set is such that the desired distance is fixed, equal to 2, for all n.
[1]
The automaton a n accepting the language 0 n−1 (10 n−1 ) * .
[ 
where '%' is the integer division remainder operation. This code has edit distance equal to 2. On the other hand, its distance for insertion/deletion errors only is 3, so it is error-correcting for the 1-insertion/deletion per word channel. Let d be the computed edit distance in the above test sets. The best algorithm has about the same performance in both test cases, even though d is a parameter in its time complexity O(n 2 d). A possible explanation is that the NFA b i has more edges than those of a j , when both b i and a j have the same number of states. A reason why the intermediate algorithms perform a lot better on b i than on a j with the same number of states is that the value of the edit distance upper bound in b i is smaller than that in a j .
A further improvement to our algorithms, to be implemented, is that one can remove from Fig. 2 all the diagonal transitions from a state [i, a] to a state [i+1]. This is because, for any edit string of the form h = e 1 · · · e r (a/λ)(a 1 /λ) · · · (a d /λ)(σ/τ ) h 1 accepted by t e k , where τ / ∈ {a, σ} and the e j 's are non-errors, the automaton t e k also accepts g = e 1 · · · e r (a/τ )(a 1 /λ) · · · (a d /λ)(σ/λ) g 1 such that inp(g) = inp(h), out(g) = out(h), and weight(g) = weight(h). Moreover t e k accepts g using none of the diagonal transitions that are to be removed as specified above. A similar observation holds if we replace in h the edit operation (σ/τ ) shown in h with (λ/σ), where σ = a. Of course this improvement does not affect in any significant way the performance comparisons among the four algorithms.
Conclusion
This paper represents a significant improvement in the time complexity of computing the edit distance of a given regular language. As discussed in [14] , this problem is related to the inherent capability of a language to detect substitution, insertion, and deletion errors. The method based on using the input-altering transducer t k seems to adapt to other types of errors as well. For example, one can construct a similar input-altering transducer for insertion/deletion only errors. It seems promising to investigate the problem when the errors have different costs (in the current setting, the cost of each error is 1).
The present contribution stemmed from the question of whether the errordetection property for the channel sid(k) can be described by an input-altering transducer. The more general question of whether an input-preserving transducer property of interest can be described by an input-altering transducer is important to investigate, as this would lead to more efficient algorithms for deciding the property satisfaction problem (whether, given a regular language and a transducer property, the language satisfies the property).
